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Dear investors,
Stop losing sleep over the markets…..
I am writing to you in the midst of a severe correction of the Chinese stock
market which has had a collateral effect on other Asian markets. There are a
number of issues overhanging the markets today:
- consensus expectation for a global slowdown have negatively impacted
commodity prices, U.S. stocks no longer trade at a discount and face a
potential increase in interest rates.
- Despite Greece having accepted the European Union terms, the jury is still
out regarding Greece’s on going membership in the E.U.
- Since 2009, central banks of developed countries have temporarily supplied increasing amounts of credit to grow
the economies. However one has to ask what will happen when these banks begin to “call their loans”. Is hiding
in fixed income when interest rates are at their lowest levels in 50 years a good idea?
At the beginning of July, Altervest launched a new product based on volatility: Altervest Absolute Return. This is a
product that finally allows investors not to lose sleep over the markets. At the core it has been created to preserve
capital, backtesting has shown a maximum loss of 7%. This is a product that has a negative correlation with the
S&P 500 and which will tend to provide excellent returns (positive) when the U.S stock market collapses. In 2008,
our backtest earned positive returns of 44% versus a loss of 37% for the S&P 500. From 2007 to 2014, the average
annual return net of fees is 17.25%. When does the product tend to underperform? When volatility is low. Still in
backtesting, the product returned 6.12% (net of fees) in 2014 (low volatility period). We created this product to
enhance our private wealth management program. As it has low correlation with other asset classes as well, it
tends to provide positive returns in periods of crisis. The product will represent 10% of the asset allocation in
Altervest’s private wealth management portfolio. For those who wish to invest exclusively in the Altervest
Absolute Return, we offer the product in managed accounts with an initial minimum investment of $100 000 USD.
You will find more details on the product under the monthly summary on page 3.
Altervest Private Wealth Management: for those who want to invest with local talent
We have revamped our distribution of private banking assets to include 90% of talented local emerging managers.
We will give you more information on this initiative in our next newsletter!

Sincerely,

Geneviève Blouin, President

ALTERVEST Absolute Return
Strategy Description
Altervest Absolute Return is a quantitative absolute return investment strategy that generates alpha through volatility movements. The
product’s main objective is capital preservation. In order to minimize the frequency and the amplitude of drawdowns, the strategy mainly
takes hedged positions through volatility spreads. When the risk reward dynamic is extremely advantageous it also combines uncorrelated
strategies that have hedged market exposure. Our active management approach is designed to produce positive returns during quiet as
well as turbulent market conditions. The strategy tends to deliver strong positive performance when the stock market collapses. Its negative
correlation to the S&P Total return index makes it a great investment diversification tool.
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*All statistics are backtested daily, returns are reported net of fees, in US dollars.

Key strengths




Performs well in risk-on or risk-off environment
Strong performance when markets collapse
Great diversification tool with low drawdowns
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Strategy Launched June 2015 for managed accounts. Minimum investment: 100 000$
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S&P Enhanced
A new approach to beating the market
Altervest S&P Enhanced is a quantitative product that is designed to consistently outperform the S&P 500 with small, infrequent and recoverable
drawdowns. The product’s goal is to outperform the S&P 500 Total Return by an average in excess of 300 basis points annually. The strategy seeks
to capture the volatility risk premium on the S&P 500 index through its allocation to VXX, but only
when the risk/return profile is advantageous. The strategy dynamically adjusts the size of its volatility
position based on the level and term structure of volatility, and when warranted, can be long
volatility. Under certain conditions, the strategy engages in a covered call writing process for part of
the position. It can be easily converted into a portable alpha strategy.
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Altervest Absolute Fund
As of December 1st 2014, Altervest’s Absolute fund was transformed into a global macro emerging
market equities fund. This niche strategy allows the manager to take long or short positions in
specific emerging market countries and use options to mitigate risk and enhance income. Although
leverage can reach 2.0x according to the offering memorandum, leverage is rarely employed. This is
a signature product for Altervest. We seek to demonstrate the tremendous value added stemming
from the integration of option strategies in the portfolio management process; an expertise that has
yet to be mastered by most portfolio managers. Options strategies are especially relevant in
emerging markets as they have a tendency to be more volatile than developed markets. Instead of
being a victim of volatility, we use it to generate more income and limit our downside risk.

Emerging Markets Overview

China
MSCI weight: 24.18%

Position: Net long
View: Attention has been focused on the spectatcular rise (and fall) of the domestic Ashare market, and its effects on the International H-shares and ADR’s. We saw the rise
as being mainly speculative, and we declined to chase the market. We were able to use
a variety of option strategies to limit our risk and to generate additional profits, such as
covered call writing on underlying positions.

Taiwan
MSCI weight: 12.58%

Position: Net Long
View: Taiwan fulfilled its role as a low volatility, relatively high yielding anchor within
the portfolio. We are not only long the Country ETF but also TSMC through its ADR given
its 3.25% dividend and excellent position as a high end microchip manufacturer.

South Africa
MSCI weight: 7.72%

Position: Closed short
View: We sold the market short in the first quarter to hedge against our long positions
in Brazil and Turkey. Not only were we able to close the short at a significant discount
via short puts, but were able to enhance that through overlaying of short calls, giving us
additional premium.

Brazil
MSCI weight: 7.49%

Position: Net long
View: The market proved very resilient as the new Finance Minister has gone to great
lengths to emphasize the “new Management”. We do however expect it to remain
highly volatile, and so are happy to sell calls against our underlying positions during any
periods of strength.

India
MSCI weight: 7.64%

Position: Net Long
View: The market seems to have accepted our view that stocks had gotten ahead of
themselves on “Modi Mania”. A lot of our short puts have been exercised now, which
we are very happy with, especially as they were exercised BELOW our previous short
calls. India will be a slow, but relatively steady recovery.

Mexico
MSCI weight: 4.5%

Position: Net long
View: Liquidity dried up somewhat on the options for individual stocks, so we backed
off of writing options on them. As the markets corrected, we started to build a position
in the country ETF as it should be a beneficiary of stronger US growth; think of all the
auto plants that have been announced.
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Russia
MSCI weight: 3.78%

Position: Net long
View: We cut our direct exposure but bought LEAPS when we recognised that the
market was going into far-oversold status. The advantage of this strategy is that we can
be more flexible about our re-entry point.

Indonesia
MSCI weight: 2.34%

Position: None
View: Indonesia has proven to be a disappointment; it hit our stop loss , so we exited
the position. President “Jokowi” has proven to be less able to manage Congress and
push through reforms than we had anticipated. As a result the country’s recovery will
be delayed, and its external balances will remain more vulnerable for longer.

Turkey
MSCI weight: 1.43%

Position: Net long
View: Trading at the lower end of the range, we see Turkey as relatively cheap here. The
recent elections have tied Erdogan’s hands when it comes to boosting Presidential
powers. Although this will add to uncertainty in the shorter term, we see it as an
important improvement in democracy.

Smaller Markets

Position: Net Long
View: We continue to look for and adopt opportunistic strategies in smaller markets.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this email communication is confidential and is intended only for the recipients named above
and any others who have been specifically authorized to receive it. Any unauthorized dissemination, copying or use of the
contents of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you received this email in error, please delete it and any
attachments from your system and notify the sender immediately.
This communication is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation or offer to buy or sell securities.
Any such offer will be made only to qualified investors by means of a confidential private offering memorandum, and only
in jurisdictions where permitted by law. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
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